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Abstract:A variable charge/discharge time-interval (TC/D) control strategy of a battery energy storage system (BESS)

for wind power dispatch is proposed in this paper, aiming at: 1) extending the BESS life, 2) reducing the total BESS

energy loss, and 3) increasing the dispatch tracking accuracy. A multifactor life model of a large-scale BESS containing

four factors, charge/discharge rate, times, TC/D , and temperature, is developed, which has taken into account the cell

series/parallel effects and BESS operational characteristics. A comprehensive evaluation system including BESS aging

level (BAL), energy loss index (ELI), and tracking inaccuracy index (TII) is proposed, and the relationships between

TC/D and the three indices are discussed. In order to combine the advantages of low BAL and low ELI under long TC/D

and low TII under short TC/D , a fuzzy controller is designed to regulate TC/D in real time. The effectiveness of the

proposed control strategy is verified by actual data from a wind farm in eastern China.
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1. Introduction

Wind energy is considered to be one of the most promising renewable energy sources. However, wind farms

are difficult to be dispatched like conventional thermal power plants because of the fluctuant and intermittent

output power. Moreover, the high wind penetration level and the unbalance between supply and load will

adversely impact the stability of the system. Instead of maximum power point tracking, wind power has to be

curtailed for system security, in which case much energy is wasted [1].

The idea of applying a battery energy storage system (BESS) to mitigate fluctuation and intermittency

of wind power has attracted much attention [2–4]. Unfortunately, the limited battery life, the charge/discharge

energy loss, and the high installation cost restrict the application of BESS. Current studies mostly focus on

how to use BESS economically and effectively. In [5], for example, a method of planning and operating BESS

for wind power dispatch was presented. The authors carried out an economic analysis to address the feasibility

and profitability of the wind/storage system. In [6], a model predictive control scheme of energy storage was

proposed to solve the power deviations and to optimize the system economic revenue. However, these studies

chose the BESS life-year as a default value from experience rather than estimating BESS life based on theoretical

derivation considering the actual running conditions.

In most studies, the main control target of the BESS is to improve the grid-connection performance,
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rather than reducing the BESS aging level or its charge/discharge energy loss [7–14]. For instance, a two-

time-scale control approach for BESS was developed in [7,8] to smooth the wind power. In [9,10], the BESS

was controlled to make the wind power more dispatchable. In [11], an application of BESS was presented in

order to mitigate wind power variation, improve wind energy integration, and enhance voltage stability. As

for protection of the BESS, only several simple constraints have been taken into account, such as the current

limitation [12,13] and the state-of-charge (SOC) limitation [14,15]

Few research studies have addressed the control methods that postpone BESS aging effects considering the

variable load and complicated environment. To this end, a BESS life model needs to be developed. Meanwhile,

the life model can also be used to evaluate BESS control effects. Extended efforts have been made to develop

the battery life model [16–21], but few studies referred to large-scale BESS for fluctuant power applications.

A semiempirical life model for lithium ion cells was established based on a significant amount of experimental

data in [16]. In [17], the authors proposed a partially linearized life model for electric vehicle batteries. Unlike a

single cell or electric vehicle batteries, the storage capacity needed for wind power dispatch is very large, and so

it is hard to conduct enough experiments to test the BESS life under different conditions. In [18], a life model

of BESS in microgrid applications was developed by applying Peukert’s law for depth of discharge (DOD) and

cycle times. However, this model neglects the various charge/discharge rates and the series/parallel patterns

that affect BESS life.

This paper proposes a variable charge/discharge time-interval (TC/D) control strategy of BESS for wind

power dispatch. The objectives of this control strategy are: 1) increasing the dispatch tracking accuracy, 2)

extending the BESS life, and 3) reducing the BESS energy loss. To this end, 3 evaluation indices including

tracking inaccuracy index (TII), BESS aging level (BAL), and energy loss index (ELI) are defined. A multifactor

life model of the BESS containing four factors, charge/discharge rate, times, TC/D , and temperature, is

developed, which has taken into account the cell series/parallel effects and the characteristics of the BESS

for wind power dispatch. After discussing the relationships between TC/D and the 3 indices, we design a fuzzy

controller to regulate TC/D in real time in order to solve the problems of short BESS life and high energy

loss under short TC/D and low tracking accuracy under long TC/D . The effectiveness of the proposed control

strategy is verified by actual data from a wind farm in eastern China.

2. Evaluation indices of BESS for wind power dispatch

2.1. BESS control modes and the tracking inaccuracy index

Wind farms are difficult to be dispatched like conventional thermal power plants because of the fluctuant and

intermittent output power, which will adversely impact the stability and reliability of the system. Therefore,

there is a need for dispatching the wind energy based on a reference power profile. This reference power profile

is the dispatch order Pref . Pref can be set as the average wind power output Pavg during the dispatch period

Td :

Pref = α · Pavg (α < 1), (1)

where α is a charge/discharge balance coefficient considering BESS energy loss. The BESS can be controlled

to compensate the difference between Pref and the wind power output Pwind , so that the total power injected

to the grid can track Pref more accurately. Thus, the BESS output power Pb is (Pb > 0 when discharge, Pb <
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0 when charge):

Pb =

{
(αPavg − Pwind)/ηd, Pref > Pwind

αPavg − Pwind, Pref ≤ Pwind

, (2)

where ηd is the BESS discharge efficiency. Moreover, the SOC of the BESS should be restricted in (SOCmin ,

SOCmax). Pbmax,ch denotes the maximum allowable charge power of the BESS, and Pbmax,dsc represents the

maximum allowable discharge power. The rated capacity, the charge efficiency, and the voltage of BESS are

Crated , ηd , and ub , respectively. Therefore, Pb should comply with the following constraints:
Pb ≥ (SOC− SOCmax)Cratedub/(TC/Dηc), Pref ≤ Pwind

Pb ≤ (SOC− SOCmin)Cratedub/TC/D, Pref > Pwind

Pbmax,ch ≤ Pb ≤ Pbmax,dsc

. (3)

TC/D is the BESS charge/discharge time-interval, which is the duration of each control operation of BESS, i.e.

the duration of Pb . Because of the BESS constraints and the wind power variability, the combined output of

the wind farm and the BESS does not always track Pref accurately. Hence, the question is how to control the

BESS to improve the dispatch tracking accuracy. There are 2 BESS control modes according to the way TC/D

is determined:

1) Fixed TC/D control (FTC) mode: in this mode, every charge/discharge operation of the BESS lasts

the same amount of time. The impacts of TC/D on BESS control effects are discussed in Section 3.1. The

dispatch tracking accuracy will be higher when the TC/D is shorter, but the high frequency of charge/discharge

will have an adverse effect on BESS aging level and energy loss, and so it is important to make a good choice

of TC/D .

2) Variable TC/D control (VTC) mode: in this mode, the duration of the BESS control window is

changing in real time so as to improve the dispatch tracking accuracy, at the same time decreasing the BESS

aging level and energy loss.

TII is defined to represent the tracking performance of the total power injected to the grid Pgrid , which

shows the control effect of the BESS for wind power dispatch.

Pgrid = Pb + Pwind (4)

If the sampling period of wind power is Ts and the initial time is t0 , then the TII of the ith sampling period

TIIi can be defined as follows:

TIIi =
|Pgrid(t0 + iTs)− Pref (t0 + iTs)|

Pref (t0 + iTs)
× 100%. (5)

From the above equation, it is obvious that a smaller TII indicates higher dispatch tracking accuracy. Therefore,

if TII is small, risks of reliability, stability, and economic penalties and energy wasted will be reduced.

2.2. The index of the BESS aging level (BAL)

The lithium ion battery is one of the most widely used storage batteries in large-scale applications. From the

view of electrochemistry, the formation of the solid electrolyte interphase should be responsible for the battery

aging, which leads to capacity fade and impedance rise [19]. From the external characteristics, there are a

variety of factors that influence battery aging, such as charge/discharge rate, DOD, and temperature.
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2.2.1. Ah-throughput life model

“Cycle life” is often used to describe the life of the BESS, which is the total number of cycles before batteries

reach the end of life (EOL) under standard test conditions when fully charged and discharged at a constant rate.

However, in wind power dispatch applications, the BESS is not charged or discharged at regular and repeating

intervals. In this case, the BAL is mainly associated with its Ah-throughput, which is the total quantity of

charge throughout the BESS life [20].

The rated capacity Crated (Ah) and cycle life N (cycles) of the BESS are given by the manufacturer. A

complete full cycle consists of two parts: a complete half cycle of charge and a complete half cycle of discharge.

The Ah-throughput of each complete half cycle is Crated . Therefore, the total expected Ah-throughput C

before EOL is supposed to be:

C = 2N · Crated. (6)

The BESS is charged or discharged based on the power and time instructions given by the BESS controller.

For example, the k th power-instruction P k
b is the k th charge/discharge output power of BESS, and the k th

time-instruction T k
C/D is the k th charge/discharge time-interval as well as the duration of P k

b . Thereby, the

k th Ah-throughput Ck is:

Ck =

∣∣P k
b

∣∣ · T k
C/D

uk
b

, (7)

where uk
b is the BESS voltage of the k th charge/discharge. In the Ah-throughput life model, the BESS aging

level BALAh is defined as follows:

BALAh =
K∑

k=1

Ck

C
× 100% , (8)

where K is the charge/discharge times, or the number of half cycles. BALAh = 0 represents that the BESS is

completely new, and BALAh = 1 represents that the BESS has reached its EOL.

The Ah-throughput life model is a simple linear model that can be easily calculated and applied, but it

neglects the factors that affect BESS life such as the variable charge/discharge rate, DOD, and temperature.

2.2.2. Multifactor life model

Capacity fade is an important characteristic that can show the BESS aging level. Based on the factors of

charge/discharge rate, cycle times, DOD, and temperature, the capacity fading rate of a single lithium ion cell

fSi can be expressed as follows [16]:

fSi = Bi exp

(
−a1 + a2Ci

RT

)
· (2M ·DOD)z, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (9)

where T is the absolute temperature, M is the number of cycles, R is the gas constant, Ci is the charge/discharge

rate (C1 = 0.5, C2 = 2, C3 = 6, C4 = 10), and Bi is a coefficient with different Ci . The parameters of Bi , a1 ,

a2 , and z can be fitted based on experimental data. If the simulation results of fSi under various conditions

are in general agreement with the experimental data, the parameters of the above equation are reliable [16].

The BESS is composed of numerous cells in series and parallel to enlarge its capacity. The cells are

connected in parallel to get more current and connected in series to boost output voltage. This series/parallel
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pattern is designed to make every cell share the total Ah-throughput of the BESS equally. However, the great

number of cells connected in series and parallel can easily lead to unbalance in voltages and currents among

the cells and form circulation currents, which will have an adverse effect on BESS life. Therefore, the capacity

fading rate of large-scale BESS fLi can be deduced from Eq. (9) as:

fLi = Bi exp

(
−a1 + a2Ci

RT

)
· (NSCrated,S

NLCrated,L
2M ×DOD)z, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (10)

where NS and Crated, S are the cycle life and rated capacity of a single cell, and NL and Crated, L are the

cycle life and rated capacity of large scale BESS. The cycle life of a large-scale BESS is much smaller than a

single cell because of the series/parallel pattern, so in Eq. (10), NS / NL represents the intensified aging effect

resulting from unbalanced voltages and currents. In addition, Crate, S / Crate, L represents every single cell

sharing BESS total Ah-throughput equally.

The output power of the BESS for wind power dispatch is fluctuant irregularly due to the randomness

of wind energy. Thus, the charge/discharge rate and time-interval of the BESS are various in every half cycle,

but the life model of Eq. (10) is only suitable for the cycle mode in which 2M × DOD means the total

Ah-throughput. For wind power dispatch, the total Ah-throughput of the BESS can be described as:

Ahi =



K∑
k=1

|Pk
b |·Tk

C/D

uk
b

, 0 <
|Pk

b |
uk
b I1C

≤ 0.5, i = 1

K∑
k=1

|Pk
b |·Tk

C/D

uk
b

, 0.5 <
|Pk

b |
uk
b I1C

≤ 2, i = 2

K∑
k=1

|Pk
b |·Tk

C/D

uk
b

, 2 <
|Pk

b |
uk
b I1C

≤ 6, i = 3

, (11)

where Ah i is the total accumulated Ah-throughput of the BESS under different charge/discharge rates, and

I1C is the rated current corresponding to 1 charge/discharge rate. A high charge/discharge rate is forbidden

for the protection of the BESS, so a charge/discharge rate over 6 is not taken into account. Combining Eqs.

(10) and (11), in a multifactor life model the BESS aging level BALmf is defined as:

BALmf =
3∑

i=1

[
Bi exp

(
−a1 + a2Ci

RT

)
· (NSCrate,S

NLCrate,L
·Ahi)

z

]
× 100%. (12)

The multifactor life model of the BESS deduced from the capacity fading rate of a single cell has taken into

account the factors of charge/discharge rate, charge/discharge times, TC/D , and temperature, as well as the

characteristics of a large-scale BESS for wind power dispatch. Therefore, it can be used to optimize the control

strategy of the BESS and evaluate the control effect on BAL.

2.3. The energy loss index

The charge efficiency ηc and discharge efficiency ηd of the BESS are provided by the manufacturers, so the

BESS energy loss of each charge/discharge control operation ELk can be described as:

ELk =

{
(1− ηc)× (−P k

b )T
k
C/D, P k

b ≤ 0

(1− ηd)× P k
b T

k
C/D, P k

b > 0
. (13)
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ELI represents the total energy loss of the BESS normalized by the electricity production of the wind farm,

which is the integral of Pwind times the corresponding time t :

ELI =
1∫

t
Pwindt

K∑
k=1

ELk × 100% . (14)

3. Variable TC/D control strategy of BESS for wind power dispatch

3.1. Relationships between T C/D and the three indices

Since Pwind is changing all the time while Pb remains the same during the period of TC/D , the length of

TC/D has an impact on the tracking accuracy of wind power dispatch. The relationships between TII and

TC/D under different dispatch periods (Td) are shown in Figure 1 in the case that the BESS is controlled for

wind power dispatch in the FTC mode as mentioned in Section 2.1 and running continuously for 1 year. In

addition, the configuration of the wind/BESS farm is presented in Section 4.1. It can be seen that the longer

Td is, the higher TII will be, because the BESS will need more capacity and higher power to compensate the

difference between Pwind and Pref when Td is longer, and the limitations of SOC and Pb result in the decrease

of dispatch tracking accuracy. However, no matter how long Td is, the dispatch tracking accuracy will be higher

when TC/D is shorter.
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Figure 1. Relationships between TII and TC/D under different Td s.

BALAh and BALmf corresponding to different TC/D s are represented in Figure 2, in which case the

BESS is also controlled in FTC mode and running for 1 year. It can be seen that when Td is 1 h, BESS

life conditions are the best, because when Td is shorter, the charge/discharge rate and the total accumulated

Ah-throughput needed are smaller. However, a longer Td will lead to deficiency of BESS capacity and the BESS

will stop charge or discharge due to the SOC constraint. Consequently, the BESS aging process will be slowed

down when Td is too long, which is why BAL of Td = 6 h is better than that of 2 h. Regardless of Td , the

longer TC/D is, the lower BALAh and BALmf will be, because the high frequency of charge/discharge will

have an adverse effect on BAL.

The relationships between ELI and TC/D under different Td s are shown in Figure 3 when the BESS is

also controlled in FTC mode and running for 1 year. As seen, with the extending of TC/D , ELI is reduced

slightly. Thus, the longer TC/D shows a better performance in terms of ELI.
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As mentioned above, the BESS is controlled based on the power instruction P k
b and the correspond-

ing time instruction T k
C/D . The BESS capacity fading rate BALk

mf and energy loss ELk of a single

charge/discharge operation, which can also be seen as a half cycle, is calculated in Figure 4 when the BESS is

charged/discharged with the output power of P k
b for the time-interval of T k

C/D . It is evident that with the rise

of P k
b , BALk

mf and ELk are both increased since the charge/discharge rate is higher and the Ah-throughput

of this half cycle is larger. With the same P k
b , the longer T k

C/D is, the higher BALk
mf and ELk are, since

Ah-throughput during the longer T k
C/D is larger.
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3.2. Design of variable TC/D fuzzy controller

The objectives of the proposed control strategy are: 1) extending the BESS life, 2) improving the BESS energy

efficiency, and 3) increasing the dispatch tracking accuracy. It was illustrated that TC/D has impacts on BAL,

ELI, and TII in certain patterns in Section 3.1, and so we come up with the idea of variable TC/D control. The

time interval of each charge/discharge operation T k
C/D is chosen in real time in order to achieve the above three

objectives. The main principles of the determination of T k
C/D are proposed based on relationships between

TC/D and the three indices as follows:

a) When the BESS power instruction P k
b is high, a shorter T k

C/D should be chosen. Because the higher P k
b

has an adverse effect on BAL and ELI, a shorter T k
C/D can shorten the duration of this adverse effect and

reduce Ah-throughput so as to extend the BESS life and improve the BESS energy efficiency.

b) Accordingly, a longer T k
C/D should be chosen when P k

b is low.

c) When the dispatch tracking inaccuracy at the present TIIk is high, the quality of Pgrid should be

considered first. In this case, a shorter T k
C/D should be chosen, yet a longer T k

C/D is forbidden for the

good of TII.

d) When TIIk is low, which means that the performance of Pgrid meets the requirement, T k
C/D should be

chosen based on P k
b as mentioned in principles (a) and (b) for the good of BAL and ELI.

In order to regulate T k
C/D in real time, a fuzzy controller is designed based on the principles above.

Membership functions of the output and inputs are shown in Figure 5. The output of the fuzzy controller

isT k
C/D in a discrete domain (universe of discourse): T k

C/D ∈ {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2. . . 14.5, 15} (min). The linguistic

terms of T k
C/D are defined as {ZE, VS, MS, ML, VL} and their membership functions eTCD are presented in

Figure 5a. There are 2 inputs, P k
b and TIIk , in this fuzzy controller. The universe of discourse of input P k

b is

a finite continuous domain, P k
b ∈ [-24, 24] (MW), and the linguistic terms are {NH, NL, ZE, PL, PH} with the

membership functions eP presented in Figure 5b. The other input TIIk is in an infinite continuous domain,
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TIIk ∈ [0, +∞) (%), and the linguistic terms are {ZE, VL, ML, MH, VH} with the membership functions

eTII presented in Figure 5c. The rules of this 2-inputs, 1-output fuzzy controller are shown in Table 1 based

on the aforementioned 4 principles.

eTCD

0 .5 3 6 8

MSVSZE ML VL

(a ) T kC/D

T
k

C/D

(min)15

NL ZE PL

(b ) P b
k

P
k

b

(MW)

eP

0 5 10

(c ) T II k

ZE VL ML

T II
k

(%)

eTII

2015

MH VH

PHNH

–21 –3 3 12 24–12 21–24

Figure 5. Membership functions of the output and inputs.

Table 1. Fuzzy control rules.

TIIk
P k
b

NH NL ZE PL PH
ZE ZE VL VL VL ZE
VL ZE ML VL ML ZE
ML ZE MS ML MS ZE
MH ZE VS MS VS ZE
VH ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE

The defuzzification algorithm of the center of gravity [22] is employed to obtain the defuzzified output

valueT k
C/D , and it should be rounded due to the discrete domain:

T k
C/D =

1

2
round(2×

5∑
x=1

5∑
y=1

eTII,x(TII
k)eP,y(P

k
b )T

k
C/D,x,y

5∑
x=1

5∑
y=1

eTII,x(TIIk)eP,y(P k
b )

), (15)

where round (•) is the rounding function, x is the index of linguistic terms of input TIIk , and y is the index

of linguistic terms of input P k
b .
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4. Case study

4.1. Configuration of the studied system

A 60-MW wind farm in eastern China is employed in this study. It is equipped with a 6-MWh lithium ion

BESS. The configuration of the BESS is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The configuration of BESS.

SOCmin SOCmax SOC(0) Pbmax,dsc Pbmax,ch ηc ηd α
10% 90% 45% 24 MW –24 MW 0.9 0.9 0.895

The 6-MWh BESS is composed of numerous 2.2-Ah cells in series and parallel. The cycle life of a single

cell is 10,000 cycles, its largest charge rate is 6, and the largest discharge rate is 10. After the cells are connected

in series and parallel, the cycle life of the large-scale BESS is 6000 cycles and the largest charge/discharge rate

is 4. Since a ventilation cooling system is equipped in the BESS, the temperature is supposed to be 25 ◦C

constantly. Some other parameters of the BESS life model are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of BESS life model.

B1 B2 B3 a1 a2 R z
31,630 21,681 12,934 31,700 370.3 8.314 0.55

4.2. Simulation results of the variable TC/D control strategy

Performance of the wind/BESS farm applied with the proposed fuzzy VTC strategy from 1700 hours on 24

October 2012 to 0800 hours the next day is presented in Figure 6. In comparison, performance of the FTC

method for TC/D of 4 min is also given in Figure 6. The sampling period TS is 30 s, and the dispatch periodTd

is 2 hours. Figure 6a shows that with the help of the BESS, the Pgrid of both strategies can track Pref very

well, and the wind farm can be more dispatchable accordingly. The details during A1–A3 are magnified to be

more clearly seen in Figure 6b. It is obvious that the TC/D of the FTC strategy is 4 min constantly. However,

the TC/D of the VTC strategy varies based on the fuzzy control rules. For example, |Pb| of A3 is very low

and Pgrid tracks Pref with great accuracy in A3; therefore, a longest TC/D of 15 min is chosen based on the

fuzzy rules. As for A2, |Pb| is higher, but the tracking accuracy is also high, and therefore the TC/D of A2

is just a little shorter than that of A3. In A1, |Pb| is relatively high, while the tracking accuracy is low, and

thus a shorter TC/D of 8 min is chosen to reduce the TII of A1. It can be seen from Figure 6c that TC/D , the

duration of each Pb , is changing in real time in the VTC mode, while the TC/D of the FTC mode remains the

same. Figure 6d indicates that the SOC of both strategies are within the limitations all the time.

The probability distribution of TC/D is shown in Figure 7 based on the sample data of the wind/BESS

farm applied with the VTC strategy in 2012. It is obvious that the probability is higher when TC/D is 0.5 min,

6–8 min, and 15 min because of the design of T k
C/D membership functions and the fuzzy control rules. Since

the number of rules where T k
C/D is ZE is the largest, the probability of T k

C/D to be 0.5 min is the highest,

which is up to 51%. Furthermore, the probability of T k
C/D to be 15 min is also very high at a percentage of

29%, because the situation that |Pb| < 3 MW and TII < 10% is very common.
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4.3. Comparisons between the fixed TC/D control and variable TC/D control

Comparisons between FTC and VTC in TII, BAL, and ELI are shown in Tables 4–6 when the wind/BESS farm

is running for 1 year with Td of 1 h, 2 h, and 6 h, respectively. Eight TC/D s among 0.5–15 min are selected in

the FTC mode and the proposed fuzzy controller is applied in the VTC mode. It can be seen from the tables

that the proposed fuzzy VTC strategy has combined the advantages of long BESS life and low energy loss when

TC/D is long and high tracking accuracy when TC/D is short. As shown in the tables, TII of VTC is equal to

that of a short TC/D (i.e. 4–6 min) in FTC mode, yet BAL and ELI of VTC are equal to that of a long TC/D

(i.e. 12–15 min) in FTC mode, and thus the three indices are all optimized no matter how long Td is.

Table 4. Comparisons between FTC mode and VTC mode (Td = 1 h).

FTC mode
VTC mode

TC/D (min) 0.5 2 4 6 8 10 12 15
TII (%) 0.19 9.74 11.91 13.27 14.70 15.57 16.69 17.92 12.59
BALAh (%) 13.67 13.37 13.15 12.95 12.84 12.57 12.32 12.06 12.21
BALmf (%) 15.63 15.44 15.28 15.19 15.06 14.89 14.58 14.43 14.58
ELI (%) 1.2 1.18 1.16 1.14 1.13 1.11 1.09 1.06 1.08

Table 5. Comparisons between FTC mode and VTC mode (Td = 2 h).

FTC mode
VTC mode

TC/D (min) 0.5 2 4 6 8 10 12 15
TII (%) 2.29 10.06 11.82 13.00 13.96 14.94 15.90 16.93 12.53
BALAh (%) 16.62 16.42 16.27 16.14 16.00 15.89 15.75 15.56 15.64
BALmf (%) 17.54 17.43 17.33 17.25 17.17 17.12 17.02 16.90 16.96
ELI (%) 1.46 1.45 1.43 1.42 1.41 1.40 1.39 1.37 1.38

Table 6. Comparisons between FTC mode and VTC mode (Td = 6 h).

FTC mode
VTC mode

TC/D (min) 0.5 2 4 6 8 10 12 15
TII (%) 17.77 22.36 23.41 24.08 24.78 25.47 26.02 26.75 23.69
BALAh (%) 13.86 13.78 13.70 13.62 13.55 13.55 13.43 13.38 13.39
BALmf (%) 15.77 15.72 15.62 15.60 15.56 15.63 15.53 15.60 15.55
ELI (%) 1.22 1.21 1.21 1.20 1.19 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.18

Durable years of BESS applied with different control modes are presented in Figure 8, which are calculated

based on the data of the wind/BESS farm in 2012. The horizontal axis represents TC/D of FTC modes and

the symbol ‘+’ represents BESS durable years in VTC mode applied with the proposed fuzzy controller. In

the Ah-throughput life model, the BESS reaches EOL when BALAh is up to 100%, as shown in Figure 8a,

and in Figure 8b, BALmf in the multifactor life model is considered to be 40% when the BESS reaches the

EOL. Comparing the two figures, durable years of the multifactor life model are shorter than that of the Ah-

throughput life model, but the variation tendencies of the two life models in different control modes are almost

the same. The wind powers dispatched with different Tds are shown respectively, and it can be seen that no

matter how long Td is, the durable years of BESS in VTC mode are equal to that of a long TC/D (i.e. 12–15

min) in FTC mode; thus, the BESS life has been extended by means of the proposed VTC strategy.
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Figure 8. Durable years of BESS applied with different control modes.

Probability distributions of TIIj in different control modes are shown in Figure 9. It is obvious that the

probability that TIIj < 10% is very high, which means that Pgrid can track Pref accurately most of the time.

The probability that TIIj < 10% in VTC mode is improved slightly compared with that of TC/D being 15 min

in FTC mode. Meanwhile, the probability that TIIj > 30% in VTC mode is very low, almost equal to that of

TC/D being 2 min in FTC mode.
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Figure 9. Probability distributions of TIIj in different control modes.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, three indices of BESS (TII, BAL, and ELI) are defined for wind power dispatch, and the

relationships between TC/D and the three indices are discussed, based on which a fuzzy variable TC/D controller

is designed. According to the results of the case study, we can come to following conclusions: 1) The BESS can

improve the dispatch tracking accuracy of the wind power. Meanwhile, the shorter the TC/D is, the lower the

TII will be. 2) BALmf from the proposed multifactor life model of BESS is a little higher than BALAh from
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the Ah-throughput life model, but their variation tendencies in different control modes are almost the same. 3)

The longer the TC/D is, the lower BAL and ELI will be. 4) The length of Td can affect the performance of

the BESS. 5) No matter how long Td is, TII of VTC is equal to that of a short TC/D (4–6 min) in FTC mode,

and BAL and ELI of VTC are equal to that of a long TC/D (12–15 min). Therefore, the proposed fuzzy VTC

strategy has combined the advantages of long BESS life and low energy loss under long TC/D and high tracking

accuracy under short TC/D .
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